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1 Speculation is that Trump's mental breakdown was caused by receiving bad

news. I'm guessing bad news came w/ bad options. Picture Barr telling Trump

"prosecutors & Grand Juries know all about this, all about that & all about the

other thing. There may be a chance to negotiate."

2 The sheer number of investigations uncovering criminality & treason puts Trump & his family in the

most lopsidedly bad negotiating position ever. I don't know how to adequately describe how badly the

Trumps are surrounded and outnumbered. Trump's bluster means he's checkmated.

3 The delay in Felix Sater's testimony was a clue that something was up. So is the 10 day time period to

request Trump's taxes. What feels like a time gap right now may be the "we've got you" squeeze being

applied to Trump. (sub thread) 
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7) There are two possibilities I see coming: 
1 Barr tells Trump he has to resign or his kids will spend the rest 
of their lives in prison instead of 20 years. 
Or 
2 Mueller & Barr decide making Trump an offer isn’t worth trying. 
Mueller & SDNY indict Trump, his family & associates
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4 There won't be an impeachment trial. Trump could never sustain it physically, mentally or emotionally.

Pelosi played impeachment perfectly. Put it aside, not eager, waiting for the facts.  

 

From the DOJ side, Barr & Mueller will not allow Putin to maintain a foothold in the WH.

5 The reality is, there are no good choices for Trump & his family. Any negotiation for the Trump's is a

disaster for them at best, a catastrophe for them at worst. He is behaving today like someone who is

entering that vice.. someone who's world is coming to an end.
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